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Abstract: There is a great interest in the development of new nanomaterials for multimodal imaging
applications in biology and medicine. Multimodal fluorescent-magnetic based nanomaterials deserve
particular attention as they can be used as diagnostic and drug delivery tools, which could facilitate
the diagnosis and treatment of cancer and many other diseases. This review focuses on the
recent developments of magnetic-fluorescent nanocomposites and their biomedical applications.
The recent advances in synthetic strategies and approaches for the preparation of fluorescent-magnetic
nanocomposites are presented. The main biomedical uses of multimodal fluorescent-magnetic
nanomaterials, including biological imaging, cancer therapy and drug delivery, are discussed,
and prospects of this field are outlined.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic nanomaterials have a range of unique properties and can offer new attractive options
in many biomedical applications [1–9]. For example, magnetic nanoparticles can be selectively
targeted to a specific biological entity of interest using an external magnetic field. Moreover, an
alternating magnetic field can be used to provide selective heating of the area where magnetic particles
are localized, and this serves as a basis for cancer hyperthermia therapy. Aqueous dispersions of
superparamagnetic nanoparticles have also been used as contrast agents in magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI).
The amalgamation of magnetic and other properties in one nanocomposite structure opens up a
route to new types of nanomaterials with unique multimodal properties. For example, the combination
of fluorescent and magnetic properties in one entity should result in unique fluorescent-magnetic
nanocomposites, which could find a range of important biological applications including multimodal
biological imaging, medical diagnostics and drug delivery systems. These nanocomposites could
serve as multimodal assays for in vitro- and in vivo-bioimaging applications such as MRI and
fluorescence microscopy. They could also be used as bimodal agents for cancer therapy, encompassing
photodynamic and hyperthermic properties. Fluorescent-magnetic nanocomposites may also be
utilised as a multimodal diagnostic and therapeutic tool, which could be used to identify, diagnose and
simultaneously treat various diseases. Other exciting applications of these nanocomposites include cell
tracking, cytometry and magnetic separation, which could be easily controlled and monitored using
fluorescent or confocal microscopy and MRI [10–12]. Thus, fluorescent-magnetic nanostructures are
fascinating materials that have attracted a lot of attention and been the subject of several interesting
reviews [2,7,9,10,12–16]. Our review will focus only on recent developments of magnetic-fluorescent
nanocomposites and their selected biological applications.
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the
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using
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et
al.
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Figure 1.
2O3–SiO2-AP and γ-Fe2O3–SiO2-AP–CMCS nanoparticles with FITC. Adapted
Figure
1. Labelling
Labellingofofγ-Fe
γ-Fe
2 O3 –SiO2 -AP and γ-Fe2 O3 –SiO2 -AP–CMCS nanoparticles with FITC.
from
ref.
[19].
Adapted from ref. [19].

Another strategy to develop fluorescent magnetic nanostructures is to incorporate the
Another strategy to develop fluorescent magnetic nanostructures is to incorporate the fluorescent
fluorescent entity directly into the silica shell. The production of monodisperse and size-controllable
entity directly into the silica shell. The production of monodisperse and size-controllable core-shell
core-shell nanoparticles in which FITC was incorporated in the nonporous silica shell has been
nanoparticles in which FITC was incorporated in the nonporous silica shell has been reported a
reported a number of times [20–22]. The silica coated magnetic nanoparticles with organic dyes such
number of times [20–22]. The silica coated magnetic nanoparticles with organic dyes such as FITC
can be further modified with folic acid and pH-sensitive polymers such as poly(2-hydroxyethyl
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methacrylate) (P(HEMA)) [23], poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) [24] or amino acids such as L-lysine ad
L -arginine [25]. Rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RITC) has also been used as fluorescent organic dye in
the synthesis of fluorescent silica coated magnetic nanoparticles. For example, Cho et al. reported the
incorporation of magnetic iron nanoparticles and the organic dye into a silica coating of nanoparticles
with further conjugation with Cetuximab for targeting and imaging cancer cells [26]. In another study,
squatyliumindocyanine (Cy5-NH2 ) was used as a dye to functionalise Fe3 O4 @SiO2 nanoparticles with
an outer shell of carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCS) [27].
The incorporation of fluorescent QDs to the silica shell in silica coated magnetic nanostructures
has also been investigated and reported. QDs have unique optical properites and this makes
them an interesting material for bioimaging or biolabelling. However, the potential leakage of
heavy metals is a serious drawback for their use in biomedical applications. Coating QDs in a
biocompatible material such as silica has arisen as an option to prevent the leaking. For example,
CdSeS QDs were used in the synthesis of multifunctional fluorescent hollow silica coated magnetic
nanoparticles in which both materials were trapped in a silica shell. Folic acid was conjugated to
silica nanocomposites to be used for tumour cell imaging [28]. Xu et al. prepared Fe3 O4 @SiO2 -SH
nanoparticles via the hydrolysis of a sol-gel precursor. In the last synthetic step, Fe3 O4 @SiO2 -SH
were combined with a water soluble CdSe/ZnS QDs solution, resulting in the final fluorescent
material [17]. Magnetic-encoded fluorescent CdTe/Fe3 O4 @SiO2 nanospheres were synthesized
following a reverse microemulsion method (Figure 2) [29]. The same method was used by Gao et al.
in the development CdTe-Fe3 O4 @SiO2 microspheres which were covalently bonded to graphene
oxide [30]. The reverse microemulsion method was also chosen for the preparation of fluorescent
magnetic nanoparticles consisting of silica wrapped CdTe and Fe3 O4 nanoparticles conjugated with
anti-BRCAA1 antibody. ZnS QDs were chosen for the synthesis of superparamagnetic ZnS@Fe3 O4
nanospheres [31]. MPS (3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane) capped ZnS QDs and Fe3 O4 @SiO2
nanoparticles were bound through Si-O groups between the MPS and Si-O groups of the Fe3 O4
nanoparticles surface [32]. Yin et al. synthesised Fe3 O4 @SiO2 nanoparticles and modified the surface
using APS (3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane). CdTe QDs were bound by electrostatic interactions to the
silica coated magnetic nanoparticles [33,34].
Other alternative approaches to prepare fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles with the presence of
a silica shell can be through the use of Cr2 O3 -doped CoFe2 O4 nanoparticles coated with a monolayer
of SiO2 . Ferromagnetic CoFe2 O4 biased by an antiferromagnetic (Cr2 O3 ) systems are studied in light
of magnetoresistive applications [35].
Silica coating has also been used in the development of other fluorescent magnetic nanostructures
such as in the synthesis of luminescent magnetic mesoporous carbon nanospheres in which CoFe2 O4 is
the magnetic component and resorcinol-formaldehyde polymer acts as the luminescent component [36].
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2.2.1. Silica-Polymer Magnetic-Fluorescent Nanocomposites
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polymers are a very promising class of functional materials in the production of
fluorescent
nanoparticles.These
These
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canconveniently
be conveniently
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onto
silica
coated
fluorescent nanoparticles.
polymers
can be
incorporated
onto silica
coated
magnetic
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self-assembly
(LbL)
technique.
For
example,
using
this
nanoparticles by the layer-by-layer self-assembly (LbL) technique. For example, using this technique,
technique,
cationic polymer
conjugated
PFV
chosen aspolymer
a luminescent
polymer toonto
be
the cationicthe
conjugated
PFVpolymer
was chosen
as was
a luminescent
to be incorporated
incorporated
onto2 core-shell
the CoFenanoparticles
2O4@SiO2 core-shell
nanoparticles
[37]. Pfafffluorescent
et al. alsoand
synthesised
the CoFe2 O4 @SiO
[37]. Pfaff
et al. also synthesised
magnetic
fluorescent
and magnetic
core-shell
nanospheres by grafting
a glycol-copolymer
consisting of 6-Ocore-shell nanospheres
by grafting
a glycol-copolymer
consisting
of 6-O-methacryloylgalactopyranose
methacryloylgalactopyranose
and (PyMA)
4-(pyrenyl)butyl
onto
silica
(MAGal)
and 4-(pyrenyl)butyl(MAGal)
methacrylate
onto silicamethacrylate
encapsulated(PyMA)
iron oxide
particles
encapsulated
iron
oxide
particles
(Figure
3)
[38].
(Figure 3) [38].
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acid andFe
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onto
silica coated magnetic
material by
[39].grafting
Polyethyleneimine
polymethacrylic
acid
and
folic
acid
onto
the
silica
coated
magnetic
material
[39].
Polyethyleneimine
(PEI) modified yolk-shell nanocapsules were also produced from PEI coated fluorescent mesoporous
(PEI)
yolk-shell
nanocapsules
were also produced from PEI coated fluorescent mesoporous
SiOmodified
2 shells and
Fe3O4 cores
[40].
SiO2 shells
and
Fe
O
cores
[40].
Carboxyl-funtionalized
superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles and individual amino3 4
Carboxyl-funtionalized
Fe3 O
nanoparticles and
individual were
amino-funtionalised
funtionalised
silica coated superparamagnetic
fluorescent NaYF4:Yb,
Er4 up-conversion
nanoparticles
synthesized,
resulting
magnetic luminescent
nanoparticles
(Figure were
4) [41].synthesized,
Gai et al. prepared
a
silica
coatedin fluorescent
NaYF4 :Yb,multifunctional
Er up-conversion
nanoparticles
resulting
core–shell-structured
Fe3O4@nSiO
2@mSiO2@NaYF:
, Er3+/Tm
in monodisperse
magnetic luminescent
multifunctional
nanoparticles
(Figure Yb
4) 3+[41].
Gai3+ etnanocomposites
al. prepared a
with mesoporous,
up-conversion luminescent
and
magnetic
properties
monodisperse
core–shell-structured
Fe3 O4 @nSiO
Yb3+[42].
, Er3+ /Tm3+ nanocomposites
2 @mSiO
2 @NaYF:
with mesoporous, up-conversion luminescent and magnetic properties [42].
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Figure 4.
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Figure
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coupling
chemistry.
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from
ref.
[41].
coupling chemistry. Adapted from ref. [41].
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a which
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which can with
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example, Lim
et al. synthesized
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pyrenyl
polyethylene
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hydrophilic
PEG
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and
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phase.
into
MnFe
2O4 magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) [18]. In another study, iron–platinum nanoparticles were
The polymer was incorporated into MnFe2 O4 magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) [18]. In another study,
embedded in a nanoparticles
poly(methacrylic
acid)
(PMA) polymer
shell and fluorescently
labelled
with theshell
dye
iron–platinum
were
embedded
in a poly(methacrylic
acid) (PMA)
polymer
ATTO
590
[43].
Hydrophobic
up-conversion
nanoparticles
(UCNPs)
together
with
iron
oxide
and fluorescently labelled with the dye ATTO 590 [43]. Hydrophobic up-conversion nanoparticles
nanoparticles
(IONPs)
encapsulated
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poly
(styrene(UCNPs)
together
with were
iron oxide
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(IONPs)
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block-allyl
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a
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system. drug
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further
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the
UC-IO@Polymernanocomposite
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[44].
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semiconductor
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polymer
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of
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conjugated
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and
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oxide
nanoparticles
in
phospholipid
micelles.
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oxide
Following
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same
synthesis,
four
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fluorescent
conjugated
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were
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nanoparticles in phospholipid micelles. Following the same synthesis, four different fluorescent
aqueous dispersions
nanoparticles
which aqueous
emit across
the visibleofspectrum
[45]. Novel
conjugated
polymersofwere
used, yielding
dispersions
nanoparticles
whichwateremit
solublethe visible
dendritic–linear–brush-like
triblock dendritic–linear–brush-like
copolymer
polyamidoamine-b-poly(2across
spectrum [45]. Novel water-soluble
triblock copolymer
(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate)-b-poly(poly(ethylene
glycol) methyl ether
polyamidoamine-b-poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl
methacrylate)-b-poly(poly(ethylene
glycol)methacrylate)
methyl ether
(PAMAM-b-PDMAEMA-b-PPEGMA)-grafted
superparamagnetic
iron
oxide
nanoparticles
methacrylate) (PAMAM-b-PDMAEMA-b-PPEGMA)-grafted superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
(SPIONs)were
were
successfully
prepared
via a two-step
copper-mediated
radical
(SPIONs)
successfully
prepared
via a two-step
copper-mediated
atom transferatom
radicaltransfer
polymerization
polymerization
(ATRP)
method
by
He
et
al.
(Figure
5)
[46].
Polymer-coated
magnetic
particles
(MPs)
(ATRP) method by He et al. (Figure 5) [46]. Polymer-coated magnetic particles (MPs) were also prepared
were
alsothe
prepared
the binding
of fluorescent dye (3-(dansylamino)phenylboronic
to
study
bindingtoofstudy
fluorescent
dye (3-(dansylamino)phenylboronic
acid) on the surfaceacid)
and on
its
the
surface
and
its
H
2O2-induced release. For this goal, multilayer films were produced by LbL
H2 O2 -induced release. For this goal, multilayer films were produced by LbL deposition of shikimic
deposition of poly(allylamine
shikimic acid-appended
hydrochloride) (SA-PAH)
acid-appended
hydrochloride)poly(allylamine
(SA-PAH) and poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PSS) on and
the
poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PSS) onfluorescent-magnetic
the surface of MPs
[47]. Dual-modal
fluorescent-magnetic
surface
of MPs [47]. Dual-modal
nanoparticles
with surface
folic acid have also
nanoparticles
surface folic acidofhave
also been produced(FR/NIR)-emissive
by co-encapsulation
of a far-red/nearbeen
producedwith
by co-encapsulation
a far-red/near-infrared
conjugated
polymer
infrared
(FR/NIR)-emissive
conjugated
polymer
(Poly[9,9-bis(6′-(N,N0
(Poly[9,9-bis(6 -(N,N-dimethylamino)hexyl)fluorenyldivinylene-alt-4,7-(2,1,3,-benzothiadiazole)])
dimethylamino)hexyl)fluorenyldivinylene-alt-4,7-(2,1,3,-benzothiadiazole)])
(PFVBT) and lipid(PFVBT)
and lipid-coated iron oxides (IOs) into a mixture of poly(lactic-co-glycolic-acid)-poly(ethylene
coated
iron
oxides
(IOs)
into
a
mixture
of
poly(lactic-co-glycolic-acid)-poly(ethylene
glycol)-folate (PLGA-PEG-FOL) and PLGA [48]. Similarly, Fe3 O4 nanoparticles glycol)-folate
coated with
(PLGA-PEG-FOL)
Similarly, Fe3O
4 nanoparticles coated with biodegradable poly (DLbiodegradable
polyand
(DLPLGA
-lactic [48].
acid-co-α,β-malic
acid)
copolymer were covalently bound to FITC [49].
lactic acid-co-α,β-malic acid) copolymer were covalently bound to FITC [49]. Wang et al. reported the
preparation of (PEG)ylated polymeric lipid vesicles containing iron oxide nanoparticles and the
anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) [50].
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In
/poly(St-co-GMA)nanoparticles
nanoparticleswere
were first
first synthesized
synthesized as
as seed
seed particles.
particles.
In another
another study,
study,Fe
Fe33O
O44/poly(St-co-GMA)
Eu(AA)3Phen
was
then
copolymerized
with
the
remaining
styrene
and
GMA
(glycidyl
methacrylate)
to
Eu(AA)3Phen was then copolymerized with the remaining styrene and GMA (glycidyl methacrylate)
form
the
fluorescent
polymer
shell
in
the
second
step.
Red
luminescence
from
the
FMCNPs
is
confirmed
to form the fluorescent polymer shell in the second step. Red luminescence from the FMCNPs is
by
the salient
emission peaks
of europium
ions at 594ions
andat
619
nm
as 619
wellnm
as as
2-photon
confirmed
by fluorescence
the salient fluorescence
emission
peaks of europium
594
and
well as
confocal
scanning
laser
microscopy
[51].
The
amphiphilic
fluorescent
poly(HFMA-co-VBK)-g-PEG
2-photon confocal scanning laser microscopy [51]. The amphiphilic fluorescent poly(HFMA-co-VBK)copolymers
were prepared
polymerization
of the hydrophobic
(2,2,3,4,4,4-Hexafluorobutyl
g-PEG copolymers
were by
prepared
by polymerization
of the HFMA
hydrophobic
HFMA (2,2,3,4,4,4methacrylate)
monomers,
hydrophilic
PEGMA
macromonomers,
and fluorescent monomers
VBK
Hexafluorobutyl
methacrylate)
monomers,
hydrophilic
PEGMA macromonomers,
and fluorescent
(9-(4-vinylbenzyl)-9H-carbazole)
in
THF
[52].
Iron
oxide
nanoparticles
(SPION)
were
used
as
the
core,
monomers VBK (9-(4-vinylbenzyl)-9H-carbazole) in THF [52]. Iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) were
along
with
fluorescent
dye emitting
in the
far-red
region,
a polyethylene
glycol
(PEG5000)
used as
thecyanine
core, along
with cyanine
fluorescent
dye
emitting
in the
far-red region,
a polyethylene
coating,
and
the
membranotropic
peptide
gH625
(from
the
cell-penetrating
peptides
(CPP)
family)
glycol (PEG5000) coating, and the membranotropic peptide gH625 (from the cell-penetrating
were
all
used
in
the
preparation
of
this
fluorescent
nanosystem
[53].
DOX
and
four
different
peptides (CPP) family) were all used in the preparation of this fluorescent nanosystem [53]. DOX and
molecular
building
blocks
act through
multivalent
recognition
adamantine
four different
molecular
building
blocksa act
through amolecular
multivalent
molecularbetween
recognition
between
(Ad)
and
β-cyclodextrin
(CD)
motifs.
The
four
different
building
blocks
used
in
the
synthesis
adamantine (Ad) and β-cyclodextrin (CD) motifs. The four different building blocks used in are
the
Ad-grafted
polyamidoaminedendrimers
(Ad-PAMAM), b-CD-grafted
branched
polyethylenimine
synthesis are
Ad-grafted polyamidoaminedendrimers
(Ad-PAMAM),
b-CD-grafted
branched
(CD-PEI),
Ad-functionalized
polyethylene glycol
(Ad-PEG),
and (Ad-PEG),
6 nm Ad-grafted
0.4 Fe2.6 O4
polyethylenimine
(CD-PEI), Ad-functionalized
polyethylene
glycol
and 6 nmZn
Ad-grafted
superparamagnetic
nanoparticles.
This
self-assembled
synthetic
strategy
enables
control
over
size,
Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 superparamagnetic nanoparticles. This self-assembled synthetic strategy enables
control
surface
chemistry
and loading
of loading
the nanoparticles
for different
[54].
over size,
surface chemistry
and
of the nanoparticles
forapplications
different applications
[54].
2.2.3.
2.2.3. Polymer
Polymer and
and QDs-Magnetic-Fluorescent
QDs-Magnetic-Fluorescent Nanocomposites
Nanocomposites
A
nanocomposites
have
alsoalso
beenbeen
prepared
by using
different
sized
A range
rangeofoffluorescent-magnetic
fluorescent-magnetic
nanocomposites
have
prepared
by using
different
quantum
dots and varying
amounts
of γ-Feamounts
into poly(styrene/acrylamide)
2 O3 magnetic
sized quantum
dots and
varying
of nanoparticles
γ-Fe2O3 magnetic
nanoparticles into
copolymer
nanospheres.
The
fabrication
of
the
multifunctional
nanospheres
the multifunctional
incorporation of
poly(styrene/acrylamide) copolymer nanospheres. The fabricationinvolved
of the
the
quantum
dots
and
γ-Fe
O
nanoparticles
into
the
copolymer
[55].
The
encapsulation
of
both magnetic
2 incorporation
3
nanospheres involved the
of the quantum dots and γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles
into the
and
infrared
emitting
nanoparticles
into
a
polymeric
matrix
leads
to
a
magnetic-fluorescent
copolymer [55]. The encapsulation of both magnetic and infrared emitting nanoparticles hybrid
into a
nanostructure
withleads
multimodal
magnetic-fluorescent
imaging
abilities (Figure
6). The nanostructures
polymeric matrix
to a magnetic-fluorescent
hybrid
nanostructure
with multimodal
magneticwere
prepared
by combining
iron
superparamagnetic
nanoparticles
PbS quantum
dots
fluorescent
imaging
abilities nontoxic
(Figure 6).
The
nanostructures were
prepared with
by combining
nontoxic
through
encapsulation
with
the
biocompatible
polymer
poly(lactic-co-glycolic-acid)
[56].
Hydrophobic
iron superparamagnetic nanoparticles with PbS quantum dots through encapsulation with the
trioctylphosphine
oxide poly(lactic-co-glycolic-acid)
(TOPO)-capped CdSe@ZnS[56].
quantum
dots (QDs)
were assembled
on
biocompatible polymer
Hydrophobic
trioctylphosphine
oxide
polyethyleneimine
(PEI)-coated
Fe3 O4dots
nanoparticles
[57].
(TOPO)-capped CdSe@ZnS
quantum
(QDs) were
assembled on polyethyleneimine (PEI)-coated

Fe3O4 nanoparticles [57].
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In another study, superparamagnetic Fe3O4 NPs and visible light emitting fluorescent CdTe/CdS
In another study, superparamagnetic Fe3 O4 NPs and visible light emitting fluorescent CdTe/CdS
quantum dots were conjugated using the covalent linking of the oxidized dextran shell of magnetic
quantum dots were conjugated using the covalent linking of the oxidized dextran shell of magnetic
particles to the glutathione ligands of QDs [58]. Hydrophobic trioctylphosphine oxide-capped
particles to the glutathione ligands of QDs [58]. Hydrophobic trioctylphosphine oxide-capped
CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) and oleic acid-capped nano-γ-Fe2O3 magnetic particles are directly,
CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) and oleic acid-capped nano-γ-Fe2 O3 magnetic particles are directly,
selectively and controllably assembled on branched poly(ethylene imine)-coated nanospheres
selectively and controllably assembled on branched poly(ethylene imine)-coated nanospheres without
without any pre-treatment. This is crucial in keeping the high quantum yield of QDs and the good
dispersibility of γ-Fe2O3 [59]. Magnetic core/shell Fe3O4/ZnSe NPs with a spherical shape were
prepared by an organometallic synthesis. The 7 nm core/3 nm shell NPs show good magnetic and
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any pre-treatment. This is crucial in keeping the high quantum yield of QDs and the good dispersibility
of γ-Fe2 O3 [59]. Magnetic core/shell Fe3 O4 /ZnSe NPs with a spherical shape were prepared by an
organometallic synthesis. The 7 nm core/3 nm shell NPs show good magnetic and photoluminescence
(PL) responses
et al. prepared nanocontainers composed by polymeric micelles
Appl. Sci. 2018, [60].
8, x FORRuan
PEER REVIEW
9 of 23 with
hydrophobic core into which quantum dots or rods and superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
responses
[60]. Ruan et
prepared
nanocontainers
polymeric
were photoluminescence
encapsulated [61].(PL)
QDs
with emissions
inal.the
near-infrared
range composed
(~800 nm)byare
conjugated
micelles
with
hydrophobic
core
into
which
quantum
dots
or
rods
and
superparamagnetic
iron
oxide
onto the surface of a nanocomposite consisting of a spherical polystyrene matrix (~150 nm)
and the
nanoparticles were encapsulated [61]. QDs with emissions in the near-infrared range (~800 nm) are
internally embedded, high fraction of superparamagnetic Fe3 O4 nanoparticles (~10 nm). For drug
conjugated onto the surface of a nanocomposite consisting of a spherical polystyrene matrix (~150
storage, the chemotherapeutic agent paclitaxel (PTX) is loaded onto the surfaces of these composite
nm) and the internally embedded, high fraction of superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles (~10 nm).
multifunctional
nanocarriers
by using a layer
biodegradable
acid)
(PLGA),
For drug storage,
the chemotherapeutic
agentofpaclitaxel
(PTX) ispoly(lactic-co-glycolic
loaded onto the surfaces
of these
see Figure
7 [62].
Superparamagnetic
iron
(SPIO) and
near-infrared fluorescent
composite
multifunctional
nanocarriers
byoxide
using nanoparticles
a layer of biodegradable
poly(lactic-co-glycolic
acid)
CdTe(PLGA),
quantum
dots
(QDs)
were
covalently
coupled
onto
the
surface
of
CNTs
in sequence
via LBL
see Figure 7 [62]. Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIO) and
near-infrared
assembly
(Figure
8)
[63].
Chitosan
(CS)
coated
magnetic-fluorescent
nanoparticles
(CS–Fe
O
@ZnS:Mn)
fluorescent CdTe quantum dots (QDs) were covalently coupled onto the surface of CNTs in3sequence
4
LBL assembly
(Figure media
8) [63].under
Chitosan
(CS) coated
magnetic-fluorescent
nanoparticlesiron
(CS–
were via
synthesized
in aqueous
ambient
pressure
[64]. Chitosan encapsulated
oxide,
Fe3O4@ZnS:Mn)
were synthesized
aqueous media
underet ambient
[64]. Chitosan
CdS QDs
and podophyllotoxin
were in
synthesised
by Walia
al. [65]. pressure
Fe3 O4 magnetic
NPs acts
iron oxide,carrier
CdS QDs
andGd(aspirin)
podophyllotoxin
were synthesised by Walia et al. [65]. Fe3O4
as theencapsulated
magnetic targeting
and
3 ·2H2 O as the fluorescent-labelled drug. These
magnetic NPs acts as the magnetic targeting carrier and Gd(aspirin)3·2H2O as the fluorescent-labelled
two components were incorporated into chitosan microspheres to prepare magnetic and fluorescent
drug. These two components were incorporated into chitosan microspheres to prepare magnetic and
chitosan microspheres as a drug delivery system [66].
fluorescent chitosan microspheres as a drug delivery system [66].

Figure 7. Schematic diagrams illustrating surface functionalization of MNSs: (a) Conjugation of

Figure 7. Schematic diagrams illustrating surface functionalization of MNSs: (a) Conjugation of
amine-functionalized quantum dots (QDs) to the surface of carboxylate-functionalized MNSs using
amine-functionalized
quantum
dotsmethod;
(QDs) to
carboxylate-functionalized
MNSsofusing
conventional NHS/EDC
coupling
(b)the
PTXsurface
loadingofusing
a thin PLGA coat on the surface
conventional
NHS/EDC
coupling
method;
(b)
PTX
loading
using
a
thin
PLGA
coat
on
the
surface of
QD-MNSs. Adapted from ref. [62].
QD-MNSs. Adapted from ref. [62].
The synthesis of a hydrophilic colloidal bimodal nanoprobe (FePt-CdS) was carried out through
a seed-mediated nucleation and growth technique. In this synthesis of the complex nanostructure,
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glutathione (GSH) was used as the capping agent to render biocompatibility and dispersibility [67].
drug delivery system, composed of Fe3O4 magnetic NPs, CdTe@ZnS QDs and
10 ofthe
23
anti-cancer drug DOX, was designed and fabricated by Ding et al. [68].

A chitosan-based
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Figure 8. Morphological and structural characterizations of CNT-SPIO (a–d) and CNT-SPIOFigure 8. Morphological and structural characterizations of CNT-SPIO (a–d) and CNT-SPIO-CdTe
CdTenanohybrids (e–j) prepared by LBLassembly in combination with covalent connection technique:
nanohybrids (e–j) prepared by LBLassembly in combination with covalent connection technique:
(a) bright field TEM image of CNT-SPIO; (b) HRTEMimageof CNT-SPIO; (c,d) EDX elemental mapping
(a) bright field TEM image of CNT-SPIO; (b) HRTEM image of CNT-SPIO; (c,d) EDX elemental
of C and Fe with a specific CNT-SPIO nanohybrid respectively; (e) brightfieldTEMimage of CNTmapping of C and Fe with a specific CNT-SPIO nanohybrid respectively; (e) bright field TEM image of
SPIO-CdTe; (f,g) HRTEMimages of CNT-SPIO-CdTe; (h–j) EDX elemental mapping of C, Fe and Cd
CNT-SPIO-CdTe; (f,g) HRTEM images of CNT-SPIO-CdTe; (h–j) EDX elemental mapping of C, Fe and
with a specific CNT-SPIO-CdTenanohybrid respectively. Adapted from ref. [63].
Cd with a specific CNT-SPIO-CdTenanohybrid respectively. Adapted from ref. [63].
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The synthesis of a hydrophilic colloidal bimodal nanoprobe (FePt-CdS) was carried out through
a seed-mediated nucleation and growth technique. In this synthesis of the complex nanostructure,
glutathione (GSH) was used as the capping agent to render biocompatibility and dispersibility [67].
A chitosan-based drug delivery system, composed of Fe3 O4 magnetic NPs, CdTe@ZnS QDs and the
anti-cancer drug DOX, was designed and fabricated by Ding et al. [68].
A
polymer
high molecular weight polystyrene, superparamagnetic 11
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NPs and coumarin-153 dye were used to prepare nanowires in the range of 200 nm in length.
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molecular
weight
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superparamagnetic
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NPs
The material
was prepared
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route using
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infiltration
in porous alumina
membranes.
and
coumarin-153
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prepare
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of
200
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The
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The resultant nanowires were functionalised with Inmonoglobulin-G and AntiCD54 antibodies
was prepared
by a facileand
routeimmunoresponse
using vacuum infiltration
in porous
membranes. Thecobalt
resultant
to confer
dual imaging
modality
[69].alumina
Rhodamine-coated
ferrite
nanowires were functionalised with Inmonoglobulin-G and AntiCD54 antibodies to confer dual
magnetic fluorescent (MF) nanoparticles linked to a quenching molecular system containing a
imaging and immunoresponse modality [69]. Rhodamine-coated cobalt ferrite magnetic fluorescent
miR124a binding sequence (MF-miR124a beacon) were synthesized xdzsaw [70]. Superparamagnetic
(MF) nanoparticles linked to a quenching molecular system containing a miR124a binding sequence
nanoparticles
(20–40
nm)were
of maghemite,
, with
a well-defined stoichiometric
structure,
2 O3[70].
(MF-miR124a
beacon)
synthesized γ-Fe
xdzsaw
Superparamagnetic
nanoparticles (20–40
nm) are
◦
synthesized
by the γ-Fe
borohydride
reduction
of ferric
chloride structure,
at an elevated
temperature
of maghemite,
2O3, with a
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stoichiometric
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by (100
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followed
by thermal
treatment
of chloride
the reaction
The binding(100
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borohydride
reduction
of ferric
at anproduct.
elevated temperature
°C) magnetic
followed bymaterial
thermal with
treatment
of the reactionresults
product.
The fluorescent
binding of magnetic
the magnetic
material providing,
with rhodamine
rhodamine
B isothiocyanate
in the
nanocarrier
at theBsame
in the fluorescent
magnetic nanocarrier
providing, at the
same time,enzymes
a spacer [71].
time,isothiocyanate
a spacer armresults
for covalent
immobilization
of other biosubstances,
including
arm for covalent
immobilization of other biosubstances, including enzymes
[71]. Water-soluble
Water-soluble
poly(poly(ethyleneglycol)monomethacrylate)-grafted
(P(PEGMA)-grafted)
Fe3 O4
poly(poly(ethyleneglycol)monomethacrylate)-grafted
(P(PEGMA)-grafted)
Fe
3O4
nanoparticles
nanoparticles synthesized via a solvent-free atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) method were
synthesized via a solvent-free atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) method were conveniently
conveniently surface-modified with 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane as anchor molecules to donate
surface-modified with 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane as anchor molecules to donate NH2 groups.
NH2 groups. Fluorescent magnetic NPs were then obtained by covalently bonding FITC to the NH2
Fluorescent magnetic NPs were then obtained by covalently bonding FITC to the NH2 groups (Figure 9)
groups
(Figure 9) [72].
[72].

Figure 9. Preparation route of NH2-MNPs and FITC-MNPs from P(PEGMA)-MNPs by post-

Figure 9.
Preparation route of NH2 -MNPs and FITC-MNPs from P(PEGMA)-MNPs by
polymerization modification (MNPs—magnetic
nanoparticles). Adapted from ref. [72].
post-polymerization modification (MNPs—magnetic nanoparticles). Adapted from ref. [72].

Huand et al. used a second-generation photosensitizer Chlorin e6 (Ce6) that was covalently
conjugated
to the
surface
of the magnetic nanoparticles
with a silane
coupling
agent.
Ce6was
molecules
Huand
et al.
used
a second-generation
photosensitizer
Chlorin
e6 (Ce6)
that
covalently
retained
their
spectroscopic
properties
and
functionalisation
to
be
used
in
various
imaging
conjugated to the surface of the magnetic nanoparticles with a silane coupling agent. Ce6 molecules
applications [73]. Wate et al. fabricated a multicomponent nanostructure system that involves the
retained
their spectroscopic properties and functionalisation to be used in various imaging
covalent attachment of 3 components; Fe3O4 (Fe) NPs, PAMAM-G4-NH2 (G4) dendrimer and Cy5
applications [73]. Wate et al. fabricated a multicomponent nanostructure system that involves
(Cy) on a graphene oxide (GO) surface to develop a biologically multifunctional system. The resultant
the covalent
attachment of 3 components; Fe3 Oin
(Fe) NPs,
PAMAM-G4-NH2 (G4)
dendrimer
4 aqueous
GO-G4-Fe-Cy nanosystem exhibits high dispersion
media, and is magnetically
responsive
and Cy5
(Cy)
on
a
graphene
oxide
(GO)
surface
to
develop
a
biologically
multifunctional
system.
and fluorescent [74]. Yen et al. reported the synthesis of an amphiphilic polymer, poly(isobutyleneThe resultant
nanosystemnear-infrared
exhibits highIR-820
dispersion
in aqueous
media,with
and iron
is magnetically
alt-maleicGO-G4-Fe-Cy
anhyride)-functionalized
dye and
its conjugates
oxide
responsive
and fluorescent
[74]. and
YenMRI
et imaging
al. reported
synthesis
ofabsorption
an amphiphilic
polymer,
(Fe3O4) magnetic
NPs for optical
(Figure the
10) [75].
After the
of dopamine,
human serum albumin (HSA)
was attached to the surface
of the CoFe
2O4 magnetic
NPsconjugates
through a with
poly(isobutylene-alt-maleic
anhyride)-functionalized
near-infrared
IR-820
dye and its
reversible
non-covalent
bond between HSA and –NH2 in dopamine. With the same type of
iron oxide
(Fe3 O
4 ) magnetic NPs for optical and MRI imaging (Figure 10) [75]. After the absorption of
interaction,
the
designed
perylenediimide
(PDI)
based –NH
2 rich fluorescent molecule (PDI-4NH2)
dopamine, human serum albumin
(HSA) was
attached
to the
surface of the CoFe2 O4 magnetic NPs
was decorated onto the HSA-modified CoFe2O4 nanoparticles (Figure 11) [76].
through a reversible non-covalent bond between HSA and –NH2 in dopamine. With the same type of
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interaction, the designed perylenediimide (PDI) based –NH2 rich fluorescent molecule (PDI-4NH2 )
was decorated onto the HSA-modified CoFe2 O4 nanoparticles (Figure 11) [76].
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A fluorescent ruthenium (Ru) complex was coupled to magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles (NPs) via
3-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl) propanoic acid (DHPPA) and O,O′-bis(2-aminopropyl) polypropylene
glycol-block-polyethylene glycol-block-polypropylene glycol (PPG-PEG-PPG-diamine) [77]. Water
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soluble Fe3O4–DPA–PEG NPs were conjugated with the fluorescent Eu(III) complex of
tris(dibenzoylmethane)-5-amino-1,10-phenanthroline (BMAP), giving an Fe3O4–DPA–PEG–BMAP–
Appl.
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8, 172 The conjugate was both colloidally and chemically stable in phosphate buffered
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Eu NPs
conjugate.
solutions and could be used as a probe for magnetic resonance and fluorescent imaging [78].

Figure 11. Synthetic procedure for the preparation of fluorescent CoFe2O4 magnetic nanoparticles.
Figure 11. Synthetic procedure for the preparation of fluorescent CoFe2 O4 magnetic nanoparticles.
Adapted from ref. [76].
Adapted from ref. [76].
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In
the
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microsphere formulation was found to exhibit excellent magnetic and fluorescent properties [82].
surface of Fe3 O4 nanoparticles to form Fe3 O4 /poly(St-NIPAM) nanoparticles which act as seeds for
the
polymerization
of Eu(AA)3 Phen,
with the remaining
St and NIPAM in the second step, forming
3. Applications
of Multimodal
Fluorescent-Magnetic
Nanoparticles
an outer fluorescent layer [80]. The Poly(MMA-HEMA-Eu(AA)3 Phen)/Fe3 O4 nanospheres exhibit
Fluorescent-magnetic nanoparticles have found many biological applications such as
magnetic and fluorescent properties that are favorable for use in drug delivery, magnetic separation
multimodal bioimaging agents, diagnostic tools, drug delivery and hyperthermia/photodynamic
and MRI [81].
therapy systems.
The microsphere formulations of Chit/TPP/Sm/Fe3 O4 /Rn were also prepared by an ionic gelation
technique,
where
Chito = chitosan, TPP = tripolyphosphate, Sm = samarium and Rn = ranitidine. This
3.1. Multimodal
Bioimaging
microsphere formulation was found to exhibit excellent magnetic and fluorescent properties [82].
Molecular imaging refers to the study of biological processes at the cellular and/or molecular
3.
Applications
Multimodal
Fluorescent-Magnetic
Nanoparticles
level.
There areofdifferent
biological
imaging techniques
such as optical bioluminescence, optical
fluorescence,
ultrasound imaging,
MRI,have
single-photon-emission
tomography
(SPECT),
Fluorescent-magnetic
nanoparticles
found many biologicalcomputed
applications
such as multimodal
and
positron
emission
tomography
(PET).
The
important
feature
in
the
use
of
multimodal
magnetic
bioimaging agents, diagnostic tools, drug delivery and hyperthermia/photodynamic therapy systems.
nanoparticles is that they can act as probes for imaging applications and also can be loaded with
drugs
and usedBioimaging
as drug carriers for therapeutic applications.
3.1.
Multimodal
Molecular imaging refers to the study of biological processes at the cellular and/or molecular level.
There are different biological imaging techniques such as optical bioluminescence, optical fluorescence,
ultrasound imaging, MRI, single-photon-emission computed tomography (SPECT), and positron
emission tomography (PET). The important feature in the use of multimodal magnetic nanoparticles is
that they can act as probes for imaging applications and also can be loaded with drugs and used as
drug carriers for therapeutic applications.
MRI is among one of the main in vivo imaging techniques while fluorescence and confocal
microscopies are widely used for in vitro studies, which makes these imaging techniques complementary.
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Therefore, fluorescent-magnetic nanomaterials offer a unique opportunity as dual contrast agents
that can be used both in fluorescent microscopy and in MRI—thus opening new prospects in
medical diagnostics.
MRI involves the imaging of protons present in the soft tissues in the human body composed
of proteins, water and lipids. Proton spins align under the presence of an applied magnetic field, B0.
These protons are perturbed from B0 when a transverse radiofrequency pulse is applied. Subsequently,
protons return to their original state through a process of relaxation. These processes are known as T1
(longitudinal relaxation) and T2 (transverse relaxation time) and generate a magnetic resonance image.
Difference in relaxations is related to the density or the chemical and physical nature of the tissues
under study [83]. The acting mechanism of T2 contrast agents is as follows: both relaxation time, T1
and T2, can be shortened by the use of a magnetic contrast agent. The coating of the nanoparticles can
cause a delay in the shortening of the relaxation time but the distance between the protons and the
contrast agent has to be minimized. Generally, T1 uses paramagnetic complexes, such as gadolinium
diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA) as contrast agents [84,85].
Magnetic field gradients arise when T2 is shortened due to the difference in the susceptibility
between the magnetic material and the medium around them. This gradient causes the diffusion of the
protons that leads to a decrease in the relaxation time of the protons. In this case, superparamagnetic
nanoparticles are useful as negative contrast agents (T2) [86].
Optical imaging is a complementary tool to magnetic resonance imaging since it provides a better
performance in sensibility and spatial resolution for in vitro imaging. However, tissue penetration is
limited to few millimetres, and so MRI provides better in vivo images and also provides excellent deep
tissue contrast and spatial resolution.
Fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles can be used as multimodal agents combining contrast
agents and magnetic manipulation. Interesting advances have been achieved in recent years in
the development of these types of materials. For example, Zhang et al. designed iron oxide
nanoparticles of about 10 nm coated with fluorescent mesoporous silica for neutral progenitor cell
MRI. The material demonstrated high magnetic resonance sensitivity and excellent cell labelling
efficiency (Figure 12) [87]. Iron oxide nanoparticles were engineered with dopamine to modify the
surface of the material that was subsequently encapsulated into human serum albumin matrices.
This nanosystem was labelled with 64 Cu-DOTA and Cy5.5 and tested in a subcutaneous U87MG
xenograft mouse model. In vivo positron emission tomography (PET)/NIR/magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) tri-modal imaging, and ex vivo analyses and histological examinations were conducted
to investigate the in vivo behavior of the nanostructures [88]. Monodisperse P(PEGMA)-grafted
magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with the organic dye FITC showed optical activity and good
biocompatibility. MMt assay using 3T3 fibroblast revealed the low cytotoxicity of the composite
indicating the potential of the material to be used in bioimaging [72]. In another study, multifunctional
core@shell (CoFe2 O4 @MnFe2 O4 ) nanostructures coated with tetramethylrhodamine-5-carboxamide
cadaverine labeled poly(isobutylene-alt-maleic anhydride), PEG and functionalized with folic acid for
targeting demonstrated good biocompatibility, high T2 relaxation values, and long-term fluorescence
stability. These fluorescent magnetic nanocomposites have been used to effectively enhance the
targeted MRI and fluorescent labeling in vitro and in vivo [89].
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temperature than healthy cells. Magnetic nanomaterials are chosen for this technique because they are
able to absorb the energy from the AC magnetic field to convert it to heat, and the effect of the resultant
heating is higher than for other materials. Another advantage of using magnetic nanoparticles is
that they can be targeted to the cancer cells magnetically or using biomarkers to ensure that only
the intended target tissue is heated [1]. The main drawbacks of magnetic hyperthermia include the
necessity of a high dosage of magnetic nanoparticles in tumor to achieve reasonable hyperthermia
effect, the toxicity of nanomaterials used and high costs [91,92].
By contrast, photodynamic therapy involves the administration of a photosensitizing drug
followed by the illumination of the target tissue with light corresponding to the absorbance wavelength
of the drug, that results in generation of highly reactive singlet oxygen killing cancer cells [93].
This therapy has some advantages including the precise targeting of drugs, low costs, less invasive
(compared to surgery) and it can also be repeated many times. However, photodynamic therapy
can only be used to treat tissues that could be exposed to light and it is not suitable in the case of
cancer that has spread to many places in the body. In addition, photodynamic therapy requires extra
precautions as photosensitizing drugs cause high sensitivity of the patient’s body to light for some
period of time [94].
Overall, magnetic hyperthermia and photodynamic therapy could be complementary methods
in the cancer treatment and used together, if appropriate magnetic-photosensitizing nanocomposites
are available. It has been previously demonstrated that hyperthermia and photodynamic therapy can
be synergistic and there was a clear enhancement of the effects of 5-aminolevulinic acid-mediated
photodynamic therapy by concurrent hyperthermia in glioma spheroids [95]. It was also shown
that photodynamic therapy effects can be greatly enhanced by thermal modulation that results in an
increase of reactive oxygen species in albumin-photosensitizer nanoassemblies [94]. In addition, these
therapies can be combined together with MRI and optical imaging enabling the monitoring of the
treatment. For example, agents based on magnetic nanoparticles covalently bound to the surface of
photosensitizer Chlorine6 showed excellent spectroscopic and functional properties for NIR fluorescent
imaging and photodynamic therapy, as well as in drug delivery and MRI due to the presence of the
magnetic core nanoparticles [73].
Xu et al. prepared highly biocompatible luminescent superparamagnetic nanocomposites that
consisted of Fe3 O4 /SiO2 −QDs. This material acted as a high-efficiency RF absorber and showed
optical ability for cell labelling, i.e., characteristics that make it an interesting material for use as a
hyperthermia agent in pancreatic cancer therapy, among other medical applications [17]. Another
example of a fluorescent magnetic nanomaterial the showed interesting properties to be used in
hyperthermia in the combination of magnetic nanoparticles and IR-emitting QDs was synthesised by
Ortgies et al. The nanocomposite allows monitoring of the distribution of the nanoparticles in vivo,
which is important for MRI and optical imaging based tomography and also presents potential for
magnetic hyperthermia treatments [56].
In another study, magnetic nanoemulsions loaded with citrate-coated maghemite nanoparticles
and chloroaluminumphthalocyanine have been used as agents for in vitro combined magnetic
hyperthermia and photodynamic therapy (at 670 nm wavelength) in the treatment of different cancer
cell line models. It was found that the use of magnetic hyperthermia resulted in only 15% of the cell
viability reduction, while the use of only photodynamic therapy treatment yielded a52% decrease in
the cell viability. Most importantly, the total reduction of the cell viability about 70% was achieved by
combining the magnetic hyperthermia and photodynamic therapy treatments [96].
Finally, it was demonstrated recently that multifunctional nanomaterials comprising of magnetic
Fe3 O4 nanoparticles and photosensitizer conjugated hyaluronic acid can be used for enhanced
tumor diagnosis and therapy. These nanocomposites showed enhanced water solubility, heat and
singlet oxygen generation properties. In addition, the combination of magnetic hyperthermia and
photodynamic therapy treatment resulted in synergistically enhanced tumor growth inhibition efficacy.
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The multifunctional nanomaterial was used for in vivo detection of tumors implanted in mice using
MRI and optical imaging [91].
3.3. Drug Delivery
In the last decades, magnetic nanoparticles have become an important advanced tool for
applications such as drug delivery. Magnetic nanoparticles can be manipulated with an external
magnetic field and driven to the desired target area, i.e., cancerous tissue, where the drug can be
released and act directly. This advance in medicine enables the reduction of the drug dosage and
potential elimination of side effects [97]. The success of this therapy strongly depends on the selection
of the targeting moiety to have specific affinity of binding to the cell surface receptors [98].
The high surface area of the nanoparticles allows for a large amount of drug to be adsorbed.
However, magnetic nanoparticles used in drug delivery must be functionalized with groups that can
assure their biocompatibility [99].
Fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles provide the possibility of performing integrated functionalities,
enabling them to perform both bioimaging and therapy functions. The incorporation of a fluorescent
entity allows the tracking of the nanocomposite while different drugs can be released inside the tissue
or in the target area under treatment.
For example, Mohapatra et al. developed highly luminescent magnetic hybrid nanoparticles
consisting of a magnetic core and mesoporous carbon as an outer layer. The resultant material showed
magnetic resonance contrast behavior by affecting the proton relaxation with transverse relaxivity.
In vitro cell experiments demonstrated that the material loaded with DOX can be endocyted by
tumour cells through passive targeting [36]. Multifunctional fluorescent-magnetic polyethyleneimine
functionalized Fe3 O4 with a mesoposous silica shell nanocapsules were prepared for fluorescent
tracking and the delivery of RNA. The cavities of the mesoporous silica shell have the ability
to carry β-actin siRNA into Hela cells for simultaneous visualization and magnetically guided
gene delivery [40]. Magneto-thermally responsive DOX-encapsulated supramolecular magnetic
nanoparticles were prepared by Lee et al. The system was tested for the delivery and release of
DOX in an optimized in vivo treatment. This system showed a considerable decrease of the drug
dosage compared to existing protocols, which may increase the clinical opportunities for other drugs
with good therapeutic efficacy but high toxicity with important side effects [54].
A graphene oxide (GO)-based fluorescent magnetic hybrid was reported by Gao et al. for loading
and delivery water-soluble aromatic anti-cancer drugs such as DOX. The maximum loading capacity
of DOX to the GO-based magnetic fluorescent hybrids was 91.9%. DOX preferred release from DOX
loaded GO-based magnetic fluorescent hybrids under acidic conditions. A HepG2 cell line was used to
evaluate the capability of the hybrids with respect todrug delivery and imaging, and their morphology
after study indicated the DOX loaded GO-based magnetic fluorescent hybrids displayed an excellent
therapeutic effect on the target tumours [30].
4. Conclusions and Future Outlook
There has been substantial progress in the development of multifunctional fluorescent-magnetic
nanomaterials and their biomedical applications over last 10 years. The development of new synthetic
approaches involving silica and various polymer coatings enabled us to address issues related to
paramagnetic quenching of fluorophore by magnetic components. The new fluorescent-magnetic
nanocomposites have been successfully used for biological imaging, hyperthermia and drug delivery
applications. However, one of the major challenges and roadblocks for in vivo applications of
multifunctional fluorescent-magnetic nanocomposites is their potential toxicity. Despite very extensive
studies of toxicity of many nanomaterials, the results are still inconclusive, and further research on
the toxicity and of biocompatibility of fluorescent-magnetic nanocomposites is necessary. Moreover,
fluorescent-magnetic nanomaterials are quite attractive objects in terms of their in vitro and in vivo
toxicity studies; due to the dual modality, they can be easily monitored by fluorescence microscopy
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in vitro and MRI in vivo, enabling identification and visualization of their bio-distribution. In addition,
this research will be necessary for further development of potential drug delivery systems based on
fluorescent-magnetic nanostructures.
Fluorescent-magnetic nanocomposites are also very promising candidates for multimodal theranostic
materials which could serve as all-in-one contrast agents, photosensitizers for photodynamic therapy and
hyperthermia agents at the same time. This important goal can be realised, for example, by combining
magnetic nanoparticles and organic dyes which are traditionally used in photodynamic therapy
(e.g., porphyrin or phthalocyanine derivatives). In addition fluorescent-magnetic nanocomposites
can be easily functionalized with specific biomarkers (e.g., antibodies, receptors, etc.) that would
facilitate their targeted delivery to specific sites (e.g., tumors) in the body. This would be of particular
importance, as one of the major drawbacks of any chemotherapy is the difficulty in delivering the
drug to the biological site of interest. In addition, it is essential to notice that in this case, all processes
could be monitored by MRI and fluorescence microscopy techniques, allowing the full control of the
medical procedures. However, this area of research is still in the very early stage of development and
requires intensive future studies.
Overall, we believe that further development of new magnetic-fluorescent nanomaterials will be
very important for advances in modern biology and medicine.
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